Connect
your
event

Connect your event is an invitation to make
the most of your event. Capitalise on the
expertise of our IT Services to boost your
business and impact communities worldwide.
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through our technology

Gain a competitive advantage
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Add value to your event,
achieve your goals

You are in control

We’ve got it covered, letting you
focus on your event
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RAI IT SERVICES
MODERN AND FUTURE-PROOF

Increase your business competitiveness
through our technology

‘RAI Amsterdam’s
state-of-the-art network
enables super-fast data
traffic during your event.’

A memorable event
experience fuelled
by technology
RAI Amsterdam has a modern and up-to-date
network that facilitates super-fast data traffic
during your event. Our powerful IT network and
software solutions provide the connecting factor,
while our systems enable you to collect and share
information safely and quickly.
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SKILLED AND SOLID
IT PARTNER
Add value to your event,
achieve your goals

Multi-disciplined,
experienced and
focused on your needs
Our specialists are at your service to advise
you on the possibilities that add value to
your event.
Together with our preferred suppliers,
RAI Amsterdam offers you the ideal IT
solutions, from fast internet access and a
complex system to simply collecting and
spreading knowledge. This leaves you to
remain focused on the organisation of your
event and facilitate valuable meetings.

The IT infrastructure
supplies fibre
connectivity to every
part of the venue.
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COMBINING
FORCES

You are in control

Data transfer
from the heart
of our venue
As one of the few European venues
that can provide each event with a
comprehensive in-house IT system,
everything is possible at the RAI.
Having your own network means you
are fully involved and in control.
In addition, it ensures quick response
times and maximum flexibility with your
own IT team and suppliers.

The network is monitored
24/7 via a NOC – Network
Operation Centre.
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THE POWER OF A
CONNECTED WORLD

Gain a competitive advantage

31,745 Tb/24 hrs
Historical traffic volume
and growing (2016).

5 Tb/s
AMS-IX traffic growth
(new traffic peak 2016).

RAI and
AMS-IX

Amsterdam
Exchange
AMS-IX

Our proximity
ensures extremely
high bandwidth
options and quality.

RAI Amsterdam is directly
connected to AMS-IX, the
largest internet hub in Europe.

22 Tb/s
Connected capacity
at the AMS-IX (2016).

The entire RAI Amsterdam complex is equipped with a sophisticated data network
that provides all forms of connectivity anywhere and at any time. This means we
can offer every possible service or solution wherever and whenever it is needed.
Small meetings, multi-day international conferences and exhibitions are provided
with optimal systems for unlocking information and increasing human connections.
The various data hubs in RAI Amsterdam ensure 24-hour security and distribution
of the available network power to offer optimal convenience and accessibility.
Combined with our own network, specialists and logistical strengths, this will turn
your virtual information stream into a digital success.

800+ Connected
IP networks
AMS-IX is one of the world’s
largest Internet Exchanges
in connected IP networks.
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THE FUTURE
IS NOW

Focus on trends
and developments

‘The IT and Wi-Fi during our
event were absolutely great.
The pro-active thinking and
their experience added value
together with a tailor-made
solution was great. They
anticipated on usage, challenges
and opportunities and provided
us with valuable advice to
make our event even better.
Working with RAI IT was of
real added value to us.’
Rachel Bourke – Tony Robbins
Business Mastery Event

Trusted expertise
by your side
By monitoring the latest technologies
and global trends and developments, we
constantly innovate and expand our range.
Cooperation with leading suppliers ensures
your wishes are always translated into suitable
and innovative solutions. We love to learn.
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LOCAL TEAMS,
GLOBAL BENEFITS

We’ve got it covered, letting you
focus on your event

On-site, cost-saving
and sustainable
RAI Amsterdam works with local
suppliers at the highest quality level.
By limiting transport and maximising
recycling, your environmental footprint
remains small.
What’s more, our suppliers know the
RAI complex inside out and can supply
equipment very quickly, meaning you
don’t need to worry about travel and
accommodation costs. We are your
ultra-reliable partner for connectivity,
equipment and solutions.

‘The entire IT network is
owned by RAI Amsterdam
and supported by a team
of highly skilled IT staff.
Contracts with preferred
suppliers for IT staff and
all possible IT equipment
ensure a cost-efficient
one-stop-shop.’

Offering a wide range of IT services
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HOW CAN WE
HELP YOU?
Ask us anything

RAI Amsterdam is a true ‘one-stop-shop’ supplier. Our professional
sales staff, including a dedicated product manager will translate
your wishes into solutions and requirements for your event.
Based on our rich experience with events we know exactly how to
optimise your IT solutions. While our expertise means you don’t
need to speak complex ‘IT language’, you are free to discuss all your
wishes and expectations.

AMS-IX
Amsterdam Exchange
the largest internet hub
in Europe

32Gb
Default
internet speed
available

Dark fibre
network
For super high-speed
internet access
and future
connections.

High-end
IT services
Supplied to events such as IBC,
ISE, SAP, Microsoft and Cisco

Sufficient
mobile coverage

5,000
Cabled internet
connections
available

100,000 +
Wi-Fi users a year

16,000
Wi-Fi connections
available
as standard

Multiple ISP
Multiple Internet
Service Providers

‘RAI Amsterdam translates
your IT requests into leadingedge products and services.’

Europaplein
NL-1078 GZ Amsterdam
t +31 (0)20 549 17 22
welcome@rai.nl
www.rai.nl

